C. Richard Talley’s contributions to the pharmacy literature and to ASHP
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Richard Talley joined ASHP in 1978. On his retirement at the end of 2014 as Editor in Chief of *AJHP* and Assistant Vice President for Pharmacy Publishing in the Publications and Drug Information Systems Office, he will have served ASHP for 37 years. During that time, Talley wrote scores of pieces for *AJHP* and other publications. Appearing here is a list of those contributions, the full text of which can be found at www.ashp.org/DocLibrary/AJHP/Talley-Contributions.pdf. Also included are a brief timeline of highlights during Talley’s tenure at ASHP and a selection of photographs showing Talley and some of the people important to him.

**AJHP and Clinical Pharmacy Editorials**

What have you done to my manuscript!? *Am J Hosp Pharm.* 1991; 48:2388.
Milestones During C. Richard Talley’s Employment with ASHP

1978 Talley hired as Senior Assistant Editor, American Journal of Hospital Pharmacy
1981 Talley becomes Managing Editor, American Journal of Hospital Pharmacy
1982 New bimonthly journal, Clinical Pharmacy, founded
1986 Frequency of Clinical Pharmacy increased to monthly
1988 George P. Provost Editorial Internship established (program suspended in 2009)
1989 Institution of method to electronically capture authors’ keystrokes in manuscripts
1991 Institution of electronic methods of tracking manuscripts and reviewers
1992 Talley becomes Editor, American Journal of Hospital Pharmacy and Clinical Pharmacy
1994 American Journal of Hospital Pharmacy and Clinical Pharmacy merged into single semimonthly journal
1995 American Journal of Hospital Pharmacy retitled as American Journal of Health-System Pharmacy
1996 Talley becomes Assistant Vice President of Pharmacy Publishing in ASHP’s Publications and Drug Information Systems Office
1996 Creation of ASHP Publications Production Center
1997 ASHP website (www.ashp.org) launched
2001 ASHP NewsLink launched
2002 ASHP’s CareerPharm launched
2005 Online full-text AJHP (www.ajhp.org) launched through HighWire Press
2008 ASHP Daily Briefing launched
2010 AJHP Voices and full-text AJHP on Kindle launched
2012 Mobile-optimized version of full-text AJHP introduced
2014 Implementation of augmented-reality functionality in print version of AJHP

If the public only knew. Am J Hosp Pharm. 1993; 50:1581.


Leo F. Godley and Talley in 1992. Talley had been a pharmacy resident and assistant director of pharmacy under Godley at Harris Hospital, Fort Worth, Texas. Photograph courtesy of ASHP Archives.


*AJHP* turns 60. *Am J Health-Syst Pharm.* 2003; 60:34.


Other AJHP contributions

News
NCCLVP meeting debates inline i.v. filters, i.v. teams and i.v. admixture programs. *Am J Hosp Pharm.* 1978; 35:1556,1558.

Talley and his wife, Bona E. Benjamin, in 2011. Photograph courtesy of ASHP Archives.


Reflections

Questions and Answers
Simultaneous submission of manuscripts to ASHP’s journals and education meetings. *Am J Hosp Pharm.* 1984; 41:1508.

Special Features
Current Literature

Letter

Contributions in other publications
The link between technology and patient: the pharmacist. Int Pharm. 1997; 4:90.
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Talley with AJHP pharmacist editors in 2014. Back row, Managing Editor Maryam R. Mohassel. Front row, left to right, Associate Editor Lori N. Justice, Senior Editor Guy R. Hasegawa, and Assistant Editor Pamela Hsieh. Photograph courtesy of C. Richard Talley.